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One pencil can draw the path to literacy
Tools for Schools is driven to bridge the gap between families in need
and education. We str ive to pr ovide the link between academic success
and poverty. Through our Tools for Schools Resource Center, we are able to
offer a variety of materials that support learning, including crayons, pencils,
paper, scissors, as well as incentive and enrichment materials that teachers
can use to motivate and inspire student engagement.
Product is donated through
partnering businesses by being a
school supply collection site, and
supplies are also purchased at
reduced and wholesale prices with
monetary contributions.
These ordinary supplies can have an
extraordinary impact and change the
course of a child’s life. For an
underprivileged child, every school
supply holds the potential for something new. Something bigger. Something
better. Tools for Schools is dedicated to providing kids with the supplies
they need to succeed in school and
When students have the school
life. It’s simple, yet so crucial.
supplies they need, their confidence
Our goal is to continually
improves, and they become more
strengthen our capacity to serve as engaged in the classroom
many school children as possible
and increase awareness of their educational needs so they can achieve equity
in learning and a life filled with hope.

Tools for Schools is designed to:








Support teachers by providing a
resource center where they can
shop for free for the school
supplies needed for their
classrooms and students and
replenish their classrooms
throughout the year.
Create a coordinated process
that gets school supplies
directly into the classroom
ensuring every child has
school supplies on their desk
the first day of school.
Maximize resources donated
through a central resource
center by giving children the
correct school supplies, only
the school supplies they need,
and avoid multiple donations
per family.
Connect donors and volunteers
to a collaborative and
streamlined process that turns
passion into action and provides
essential items for children in
struggling families so they can
participate fully in learning.



32% of HCPS
students reside in
low income
households.



99.5% of teachers
purchase basic
school supplies for
their students out
of their own
pockets.



On average, a
teacher can spend
$500 - $1000 of
their own money
for classroom
supplies.



Between 60-97%
of students
attending a Title 1
school qualify for
Free and Reduced
Meals—a Federal
indicator of
poverty.

One box of crayons can color the imagination with new possibilities

